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pen & ink

Martha Kornegay, College Transfer
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NIGHTREK TRAMMEL 1:30 A. M.

Another day/night.

Now, official time-keeper

Sits coiled.

Sinusoids age-ravaged.

Night maneuvereadied.

Televisionary

Prattles incessantly.

My kingdum

For a good-night's sleep!

Don Smith

College Transfer

Moon & Stars, Macintosh 11, computer art

Grace Lutz, Media Department

I have only an hour

to write this poem
like an assignment

to be turned in

in sixty minutes.

What do I say

as I bite my nails

and look at the clock

on the wall

no less omnipotent

because it does not tick.

Helpless I watch

the clockwise motion ..

of hands that etch ;
^

lines on my face

but not their own.

The second hand affords

no second chance

to pull the old man .

-

from the burning house.

Bodies fall

through small cracks

between minutes.

The hand that tells

the hours

runs on like sand

through the waist

of the hourglass.

Only fools go

counterclockwise.

Better to take

a stitch in time

and go on

saving daylight.

Marian Westbroook

Instructor, Liberal Arts
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QCoss moons

JAndstars sfiine

Witfiout SeCkf.

9{p lightgoes

through them.

'Eyes shining

In the night,

'Blue, gray,

Andgreen lights

Ifiicks-r, zoith the,

Possibility of all

The beauty that is

In them,

Sindzinth the

Unfulfilledpromise

of the peace, joy,

Slnd happiness that

Ml the worlds and

^he universe have

T(7give.

Cindy Smith

Business



Hand, pencil

Dawn Daws, College Transfer

Slpprentice

It seemedso easy

goal togain,

A Cesson to [earn,

A hand to train.

'What taknthadi

And confidence too.

I medonly try

9A.y course to hold true.

I dared to trespass

In the Brotherhood.

Uuy tauntedandscoffed

And thought me aSsurd.

'yet I -persevered,

!My trade to attain,

'But Ipay anezv

Therein to remain.

The cost ofacceptance

I ceaseCessCy spend;

Craftsman zvithstanding

The dues never end.

Laura Stimitzk^

(MechanicalStudies
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GUARD DUTY
Dave Meador, Instructor

Forestry

Years ago there was a boy, intelligent but innocent to the

ways of the world, educated to some extent but untraveled. He

was curious and interested in everything. Not nearly as wise

as he thought himself to be, sights , sounds, and smells were still

poignant and fresh to him and he drank it all in, breathing

deeply and laughing lustily. How this boy came to be in

Rawalpindi, Pakistan, guarding from midnight to morning the

American embassy building which was under construction, is

another tale. But, could you have been there, to share with him

a steaming cup of chaj and a fresh-baked japotti and then walk

the rounds, this would have been your experience:

22NOV64/0015: Only dogs and that chowkidar up

the street— Suchahowlthemanhas: more like a mighty groan

than anything else, sliding from a peak of volume and pitch

into inaudibility. The last stars of Ursa Major have yet to clear

the horizon.

0200: Hanif is rolling a cigarette, at least figuratively.

All-Is-Well up the street continues to yowl, and some night

train is signalling for a crossing. The dogs are talkative tonight.

0430: The local roosters held choir practice a while

ago, and now their solo performers are rehearsing: all seem in

good voice. The moon will never catch Taurus at the rate it is

going. There has been a tonga or two on the streets tonight

—

chp-clop sounds and the drivers muttering and coughing.

0525: Hanif, rolling cigarettes again, is soon to go off

duty. From not too far away a mullah is calling those faithful

to Allah to prayer. His is a musical chant, wavering in tone as

does all music of the Arab peoples. It is not an unpleasant

sound, even if strange to Western ears. Sleep well, Hanif.

0610: The first blush of daybreak is mellowing to a

gentler, more restrained pink-yellow—a noisy dawn if ears are

for hearing. The rooster's chosen virtuoso has taken up where

the mullah left off, an arrogant, brazen voice coaxing the sun

out ofbed—more demanding than coaxing, really. ThePakair

force is warming up its planes, and a few trucks are up and

about. The sparrows are awake and chattering—maybe from

the cold. But it seems warmer than at this same hour yesterday.

Ho! A light frost on the ground and still sixteen different types

of flowers are willing to bloom— Fresh-picked rosebuds for

Thanksgiving!

0745: The smell of breakfast fires is in the air—and

unauthorized crows are atop the American embassy! Hoo Haa!

Crows cuss when you sneak up and stare them in the eye. Most
of the workmen have arrived; their day is beginning, mine is

ending. Crazy people, these Americans.

23NOV64/0030: Nothing but dogs— Some pup be-

yond the front wall is whining, probably, maybe, wanting in

out of the cold. This is going to be a cold one for sure. All-Is-

Well, who guards the house of a jeweler, so Hanif says, is on

the job and vocaUzing. Pegasus is soon to set. Where is An-

dromeda?

0140: This night promises to be very long and very

cold. Hanif is wrapped in his blanket sleeping and the

chowkidar at the front is rolled up in his quilt—nothing

unusual. But it is cold, and the wind blows.

0300: Why do roosters crow at such an hour? Night

trains have been passing, their warning wail awakening

memories of times that were but are no more. It used to get this

cold in the attic at home where I slept; the C & O had a west-

bound night freight; and our neighbors, the Sykes, had a

rooster.

0600: Daybreak— Morning prayers have been said,

a new day is bom, bringing fresh hope for a better day than

yesterday. Even if the rising of the sun promises only more

hard work and a continuation ofold miseries, there is still hope.

At least the birds sound happy. That bulldozer operator has

been on the job an hour now.

24NOV64/0050: Another night—what new things?

Some sound almost animal: a deep- throated growl. It stopped.

Now fainter, farther away. Gone. A perfectly

credible phenomenon, seen and expanded by imagination, can

become a beast. Long wispy clouds trail across the sky tonight

— Monsoon is not far away.

0445: After much catfoot walking on my part, with

varying degrees of success, morning has truly come. That

bulldozer operator is just starting to earn his bread for today. A
japotti might be good now. Those clouds, having massed

forces earlier, have disbanded. It is a long night.

0730: Ah! Morning mists, the rising of the sun, and

a flock ofcrows, all seen from atop the embassy. Watching the

crows is a comical way to start the day with a grin.

26NOV64/0315: It is Thanksgiving mom. A mouse
is mnning around out by one of the small cistems, and Aires

and Triangulum are where they should be, finally. For me a

warm coat and in five more hours, a fine, warm house and

plenty of good food— Hanif sits wrapped in a blanket, and the

contractor's chowkidar sleeps outside with but one quilt.

There are three hundred sixty-four more Thanksgiving Days

until this time next year.

27NOV64/0400: Hanif likes to play rummy—two

games tonight. About two hours ago perhaps five aircraft took

off at the airfield. The sound was that of heavy piston

engines—maybe C- 1 30s. The clouds are very thick now; even

the moon is hidden, or nearly so.

0540: The day is waking up with chitterings and all

the other proper sounds. Hanif borrowed twenty rupees for

food until payday, three days hence. The mullahs and the roost-

ers seem to be trying to drown out each other. These bloody

mid shifts

—

28NOV64/0130: This is like a night in early April:

not really cold and yet cool enough, with a heavy blanket of

clouds covering the sky (which probably accounts for the

warmth). The wind is blowing, making the trees sway and

mstle; and all manner of peepers and crickers and chirrupers

are singing. The local dogs are fairly quiet.

0530: The sky is nearly clear as the mullahs issue the



call. One mullah just west of here has a good voice, and

with the echo his call picks up as it winds through these halls,

it is very pleasant to hear.

30NOV64/0035: Once again several heavy piston-

engine aircraft have left Rawalpindi for destinations unknown.

It is not too cold tonight, and again the sky is overcast; there is

lightning over the mountains north of here. Hanif says that his

home is in Murree and that his son is four years old.

0410: It is not every day that one finds a chicken's

foot lying on the path. The street lamp straight across the street

is winking, and the roosters are awakening. The moon has not

yet risen, which is just as well: it would probably be hidden by

clouds.

0545: For the last two or three nights my eyes have

been seeing Things—spectres and extradimensional flashes of

light and such—which can no doubt be explained by some al-

together drab term such as "eye strain" or "optical illusion."

How interesting and exciting it would be if the Things were

really there! Knowledge gained is better than money in the

bank: there is no "crack" of dawn; rather, it is a prolonged

creak.

01DEC64/0030: A very strange way to begin a

night- My eyes continue to see Things, and while pausing at

the northeast comer of the building there came a vorping as of

an electric spark and twice there was the fluttering rush as of

great wings beating the air. A sudden gust ofwind sent the trees

into a great swaying, and my eyes continue to see Things. The

electricians were busy today—seven new outside hghts and

three inside, not to mention the workers' light upstairs and a

much brighter bulb in here—too much light! It hides the stars!

For the moment the sky is clear, and that chicken's foot is gone.

0130: Those lights are too bright! The glare reaches

even to the roof. The air here must be very clean for the stars

to be so bright. A meteorite heading south, seen from the

roof

—

0625: Turning off these lights has become some-

thing of a treasure hunt, what with all the hidden switches.

What promised to be a very exciting night failed to live up to

expectations: other than the usual walking and watching it was

Baudelaire, science fiction, and solitaire. Maybe there will be

a glorious sunrise—to the roof! The crows are passing en

masse.

0710: Sunrise, a httle delayed by the clouds, was

thunderous—all brush-stroke pastels and polished gold. And
more than the sunrise, a hawk was chasing a crow, and one

ofthose donkeys ate a shrub as he waited for the others, and two

sparrows were engaged in fierce combat—at times they were

tumbling over the ground, beating each other with wings and

clawing with feet, and they made enough noise for ten spar-

rows!

02DEC64/0050: Someone forgot to turn on the

street lights tonight. A few spongy clouds are scudding around

in the sky, sending raindrops down in countable numbers. This

is a warm spring-like night, but it is going to be a long one.

Yawn!

0350: This is an unusually quiet night—no dogs

barking or vehicle engines or roosters and such as on most

other nights. And it is very warm, thanks to the fickle clouds.

Hanif, snoring manfully a while ago, is awake now. There has

been some Ughtning and low, rumbling thunder in the north

and east.

0535: The new day begins! The King of the Mullahs,
in a mosque just west of here, charms the clouds away. His

voice, resonant and clear, has a beautiful sound, and the more
he chanted, the more the clouds diminished, revealing the

bright stars. When the King finished the lesser mullahs began.

The moon has risen, a thin, spiky ax edge. And daylight

continues to ooze across the sky.

03DEC64/0035: Hanif wanted to make the rounds

tonight too, so by thunder, we made the rounds! When Hanif

walks post through the dark, besides kicking things he snorts,

spits, coughs, shuffles his feet, and generally makes enough

noise for six people—Chowkidar Hanif. The street lights are

one, but the one across the street that flickered so much two

nights ago is barely glowing. Right now it is completely

overcast and very warm.

0450: Idet meUcij dozhd'— it is raining gently. As
warm and cloudy as it is this stuffcould keep up ' till Christmas.

Fifty-five minutes of power outage since 0330— Of course,

the chowkidar at the front had to be awakened, but nothing hap-

pened—he might as well have been left sleeping.

0715: Brown bread and cheese makes a pretty good

breakfast. The lesson for today's soUtaire players: don't make
long plays when you can draw fresh cards. The crow's cussing

is a little throatier, the people's bicycle peddling is a Uttle

Uvelier as the rain comes dribbling down.

0810: Manak, houseboy to Miss Johnson, an em-

bassy representative, has told a tale while smoking his morning

cigarette, a tale about his son, who is dead, and about his

grandson, whom he supports. Manak is a Christian and he tells

of the Protestant church near here. The young boy with him is

playing with a marble, which he calls a kancha; he insists that

my coffee is tea—chaj. He speaks no English, and my Urdu is

nearly as poor.

04DEC64/0035: The powers that be are very kind

—

no rain for the past forty-five minutes. There were even a few

whole constellations—Cassiopeia, for instance. But now it is

quite another story. That low-hanging, neck-grabbing cable

Strangler is on the job tonight; and my ankle-snatching cord

Tripper is operating at about forty percent efficiency. That

cedar by the front gate smells good.

0215: These are certainly capricious clouds. They

roam the sky at will; at times the rain falls, and then the stars

come into view—^and sometimes both happen at once! Hanif

doesn't like sneaky rummy players—he can't beat them. He
does mighty well against the other kind, though.

0415: Either the Earth is passing through a meteor

swarm or my Things have returned in redoubled strength. For

a while the northern and eastern portions of the sky were totally

clear and the remainder was only partially obscured. Glad at

the return of my old friends, they were the object of my
attention: If those flashes across the sky were indeed meteor-

ites, they were unusually dim and short-lived. But not so with

all celestial travellers. One, seemingly too bright for the glow

of a jet's exhaust, lasted about six or so minutes.



05DEC64/0050: Dew is on the grass and the sky is

beautifully clear, particully when viewed from above these

lights. Already four meteorites, plus a few Things, tonight.

The chowkidarwho regularly watches the front gate is gone. A
new man is lying wrapped in the quilt, and he has moved the

rope bed to the front of the wood shop. That wood shop has a

good smell. Auriga is straight overhead.

0345: That meteor swarm is still here—seven in the

last half hour. Of the seven six were pretty much just blue

flashes, quickly burning out. But onebig orange fireball

headed east, slowly lumbering through about thirty degrees of

arc, showering sparks and dust all the way. There have been

a few Things out tonight, too. Falling off the roof would not be

pleasant—^there is need for more caution.

06DEC64/0050: Ho! It is cold! The sky is crystal

clear, as they say, anddown here the Frost brothers are walking

around. The dogs in this vicinity are restless tonight, maybe

protesting the cold. The contractor's chowkidar, Azeez, is

building a fire in the back room of the wood shop, and under-

standably so. Only one meteorite so far—plus that Thing at

almost exactly 6:00 this evening. It traveled across Lyra and

then Cygnus, moving very rapidly and seemingly a bit erratic-

ally, heading a bit south of east. It was fairly bright, and it

seemed too fast for either a jet or a satellite, but not fast enough
for a meteorite. Finally it faded into the east. Who knows

—

07DEC64/0200: There is heavy dew and heavy cold,

a combination which makes for chilly feet. Two, maybe three

horses running and men shouting over on Murree Road

—

Some chowkidar Hanif—he sings, sneezes, snorts, coughs,

wheezes, and whistles. Someone beyond the northwest comer

of the wall, seemingly in the servants' quarters, has a baby: for

two or three nights now he has been crying.

0345: A sound as of someone trying to enter the

gate—and all the lights at the front of the building went out. A
thorough check ofthe area revealed nothing. Strange— Those

meteorites are back.

08DEC64/0045: This place is Ut up like a Christmas

tree and the meteorites are back—three so far. This is probably

my last night here—crummy, Hanif?

0350: Lord, it is cold! This is a quiet night; all the

critters must betrying to hide from the cold. Already there is

a fair-to-middlin' frost. There comes Hanif from some-

where-warming hands—lighting cigarctte-

0620: Ha! The coming of the sun makes the eastern

sky look like blood clots and scabs frying on a red-hot griddle

The ground is so cold that even the corpses are up trotting about

briskly. At least, that man looked like he had a spear sticking

through him. Hoo! The first flight of crows has landed.

Mohammed Hanif

SateUite Town
57A
Rawalpindi, Pakistan

0715: Two hawks are practicing turns and landing

on the power Unes. Every morning at about this time several

fair-sized flocks of long-tailed bird pass here heading north-

east, chattering for all they are worth—which must be a great

deal indeed. And the sparrows, belligerent souls, having

pecked all the paint-brush flower seeds can now peek only each

other! Now all this was long, long ago and far, far away, when
the world was young and life was free for the taking. That boy

is a boy no longer. Freshness is only a thing remembered; and

wisdom, such as he has, has been dearly bought. The passing

of time has grayed everything-hair and p)erception. The

water is probably not fit to make decent tea. Ajapotti could not

meet even minimum food sanitation standards. And smiling

Hanif, if yet he hves, would probably throw rocks and shout

insults at an American rather than play a hand ofrummy with

him.

I lost that boy a long time ago. Perhaps it is just as

well that I cannot find him.

Editor's Note:

1. chaj - green tea

2. japotti - a flat, circular cake of coarse, unleavened bread

about twelve inches in diameter

chowkidar - a guard or watchman

tonga - a small, brightly painted two-wheeled carriage

pulled by one horse and used as a taxi

mullah - a Moslem priest

rupee- the basic unit of Pakistani money; at the time one

U. S. dollar was worth about six rupees

3.

4.

5.

6.

F-14 Tomcat, pencil

Troy Skelton, College Transfer

Pre-Engineering



Unheard Echo

I have no friends, no one to comfort or care for me,

No one to mercifully stay my hand from what I must do.

Those around me turn inside themselves to hide from me,

but they always fail.

And their failure grieves me.

Although I cannot usually be seen, my presence can be felt,

Wliether it be as an icy dagger tearing into the heart.

Or as a devouring wind, eroding away the will to live.

Many can see my reflection in the tears that often trickle down.

I have my identity to thank for these talents.

I never mean to hurt the ones I walk with.

It is just something I do, and it cannot be helped.

My job is the only reason I am here, the only reason I exist.

There are those whom I stay with for a while

Until someone comes along to snatch them away from me.

And then there are those whom I stay with forever,

Often leading them blindly into untempered pain.

I wish I could change my appearance, my identity.

The world would be a more joyful place without me.

I crave companionship.

Loneliness is my name.

Don Williams

Marketing and Retailing
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Tombstones, photograph

Liz Meador, Instructor

Liberal Arts



Piano Recital

My daughter sixteen has the

green sickness.

In the car en route I say

"It's the hardest thing you'll ever

have to do."

I wish it were true.

Fingers stuck in treacle, in quicksand

Sucking away memory where

Black and white and grey matter.

Fumbling, fleeting, the urge to run.

In this moment finding the key

Is the key to unlock the closed mind.

Painful repetition every year, once over.

Forgotten. Is it preparation

For subtle tortures later

Of loving and letting go?

Liz Meador

Instructor, Liberal Arts

pen & ink, Dawn Daws, College Transfer
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Sounds of the Night
William Mathias, Business

It is 3:00 a.m. I can't sleep, so I get up and

make myself a cocktail. I step out on the back deck

into the cool night air and listen to the sounds of the

night.

There is no moonlight because of the thick

cloud cover, so my sense of hearing seems to be

greatly enhanced as I try to identify the multitude of

sounds.

In the distance I hear the soft mosquito-like

hum of an electric boat motor as someone is doing

some night fishing on the lake. The sound carries so

well across the water I can actually hear the hushed

conversation of the two fishermen as they patiently

wait for the big one to strike their lure.

I feel like a spy as I listen to their conversa-

tion, so I light a cigarette to warn them of my
presence. Their voices become lower.

On a pine tree at the edge of the deck, I can

hear a scratchy sound as if a squirrel or a lizard is

scurrying up the tree.

From across the lake comes the sound of

some wind chimes caught in the gentle breeze and a

telephone demanding attention. As quickly as it

started, the shrill cry of the phone ceases and is

replaced by a dog next door, barking for some

attention or to warn its master of some trespasser. It

is probably a rabbit that has wandered into foreign,

dangerous territory.

As I take a sip of my drink, the ice cubes

chnk together and in the empty night I wonder how
far the sound traveled.

The fishermen have moved down the lake

out ofrange. The squirrel or lizard is gone. The wind

chimes have quit. The dog is quiet and I have fin-

ished my drink.

Now I can sleep.

I go inside and lie in my bed, as still as the

night outside my window.
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Outbursts of Onomatapoeia from

Cat

I nimSCe as I ruB

against your anf^Us,

my sovereignty

proclaimed

TVith tack curC

ofmy Body.

"you are mine,
"

/ zvfdsper

and the thunder

rolls in repCy.

Judith Smith 'Benedetto

Moo-Moo

Grazing in pastures

of tender green grass

nursing her young
close by her side

mooing her way
for a cool drink

in the crystal pond.

Karen Odom

Wilber's Friends

They grunt and groan to the bar
With dirty faces and dented noses.

Their rear ends asking questions.

They squeal and squall.

Plop! Crunch. Slop!

They slurp what the world has to offer.

Snorting and sniffing

Sniffing and snorting crumbs from the table.

James A. Woodley

Tacfiyderm

WiCd trumpets caCC.

IpacH^my trunks

SlndnHump,

And 'Bump,

S^Cong the dustyjungle path

On my huge toes.

Teggy TdC
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Goldsboro Writers' Group

l^ie (Dingfiy

SCap, dicf^ty-ctack^ Bump.

Smasd, crash, rocking

Backhandfortfi, Bow

knocks against the, dock-

SCap, cCickctij-cCacki Bump.

nJiuTider, crash, snap

goes the rope.

!Moan, groan, creaki squeaks

'Hp more slap, cCickety-cCack^ Bump:

I'mfree to saiC the seas.

CoCCiver ChroBak.

Playful Piccolo

Tootin', flutin'

highfalutin'

breathy, reedy sound.

Whistle stop on top.

Up the scale.

Reach for the

pie in the sky note.

Marian Westbrook

my treat!

Mixmasterly Shot /
/

Deftly

put m
some sugar, c
White Silk ^
and the ^
butter. ^i?'

Turned easily the knob. -j^

Motor <^
clumped on — rumbhng up ^

from a chord to
. i0

a definitive whine. ^
Batter was thinning 4^

and blending just fine,

when power did y/
surge ~ zipping

from socket to /
sprocket ~ zapping twin spinners

Winston Edward Dees
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Is It Really Better?

Mark Boger
Forestry

There comes a time in everyone's life when he looks

back at his life andremembers all the fun things he has doneand

realizes that those days are gone. I often wonder if I made the

most of those times, and much too often I think of something

I would love to have done but I'm too old to do it now. It was

once said, "You are never too old," but dignity stands in the

way.

For example, not too long ago I went to a local park.

I'm not sure why—just bored, I guess. Anyway, I was walking

around in the park where there were a few other people, and I

spotted a swing set that had chair swings with rubber seats. I

wanted to swing so badly, but I looked up and saw sitting at a

picnic table not too far away two teenaged boys and one girl.

They just sat there and stared at me as if I had lost my mind.

Since that day I have not been bacH to the park. I was
so embarrassed that I just got up and left I didn't even look

back to see if those teenagers were looking; because of em-
barrassment I just drove away from a part ofmy childhood in

pursuit of something better in life.

But is it really better, or does the pastjust look better?

Wedream ofthe future, andweremember thepast Eitherway,
future or past, seems better than wherewe are right now. There

once was a time when we dreamed ofbeing where we are now,

and there will be a time when we rememberwherewe are now.

It always looks better than it does right now.

So no matter whether looking backward or forward,

we always return to the same question: Is it really better, or is

it all in the way we look at it?

Child, photograph

Martha O'Neal

College Transfer - Science
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Sacrifice

For Norman Hatem

My daddy, my little daddy.

Devotion should never

be painful. But cherry-blossom

knees testify to years

spent in secret worship.

Had I, a child, been able

to show you the steps,

it would have been easy

for you to follow.

But one cannot germinate

what was not from the beginning.

And I, like the cover-all

clad farmer at harvest time,

must decide whether to continue

to cultivate -

or reap what is already sown.

Herbie Capps

Goldsboro Writers Group



Goshen Hall

Christopher Dcnise

College Transfer

It was a glorious spring day in the year 1834. Penelope could hardly contain her excitement. Finally, after

hours of traveling, the small carriage crossed the litde branch ofGoshen Swamp that marked the westem border

of the plantation that she was to be mistress of. Soon she would see, for the first time, the house that Bryan had

spent the last three winters building for her. She and Bryan had been married only a week ago, and today she

would see the house that she would spend the rest of her life in. Twenty minutes down the muddy little path,

the carriage started up the last hill. Penelope caught a glimpse of the tall chimneys through the trees. Finally

they were there! The house was large and white with green shutters and a green front door. The steep roof was

neatly shingled, and the whole house was shaded by one-hundred-year-old oak trees. In the middle of the main

house was a beautiful columned balcony in the fashionable new Greek Revival style.

While it is true that the house is in the Greek Revival style, it is also an example of American folk

architecture exhibiting strong regional adaptations and the influence of many different ethnic groups. Proba-

bly the greatest influence is that of the English Georgian country manor. The facade is true to Georgian

porportions and symmetry; however, all of the detailing is very Greek Revival.

The house is three stories tall. The first two floors have four main rooms each, two on the left and two on

the right of the hall. The hall is ten feet wide and has two identical staircases, one for the front and one for the

back of the house. The eight main rooms have fireplaces, all with mantels similar in design but different in detail.

The floor boards run the length of each room unbroken without a single nail. Both upstairs and down, the ceil-

ings are ten feet high. The windows are nearly six feet wide, with two sashes each with six lights,

many ofwhich are the original hand-blown glass. The four rooms downstairs are the parlor, the common parlor,

the dining room, and the master bedchamber. Upstairs, the front two rooms were for the girls and the back two

were for the boys. The third floor was for the house slaves; it is one large, low room sixteen feet wide and forty-

two feet long with a window at each end and storage space on either side.

All of the wood used to build the house is heart of pine (fat wood) with the exception of the stair rails, which

are black walnut and persimmon. The frame of the house is made up of large timbers that were hand-hewn and

pegged together with a Roman numeral at each joint. Even the individual 4x4 wall studs are notched into place.

The walls are constructed of two coats of plaster. The first rough coat was mixed with animal hair for strength

and then applied over the hand-split lattice. The second coat was much finer and thinner which allowed it to be

finished to the texture of polished stone or marble. The bricks for the foundations and chimneys were made on

the plantation from clay in the fields. Likewise, all of the lumber came from the plantation; however, some of

it was probably milled elsewhere down the Northeast Cape Fear River.

This house was built entirely with slave labor. Knowing this fact and examining the craftsmanship, care,

complexity, and refinement of the construction of the house can make one rethink some of the stereotypes of

slavery (not to condone it in any way). Old family records reveal that many slaves took the family names of their

masters, and when one considers the isolation of plantation life and the intimate role that slaves had in the eve-

ryday life of the master's family, perhaps one can understand why so much care was taken to build this house.

I am Bryan and Penelope's great-great-great-grandson, which makes me the sixth generation of my family

to live in this house. It has served us well through good times and bad times, through wars and bumper harvests,

in death and in life. It is a good strong house.
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Grandparents, photograph

Courtesy of the Denise family and the State Archives of North Carolina



The Old Homeplace

Mark H. Corbett

College Transfer

I shall never forget the house where I was

reared. It is an old house, with three generations of

my family having lived there. I remember the house

both when my grandparents lived there, and when

my parents and I lived there. The house where I grew

up holds many memories for me.

As I drive down the long dirt path leading to

the house, the front yard is in full view. The most no-

ticeable feature of the front yard is the row of pine

trees bordering the yard. Tall and majestic, they

stand in single file like a rank of soldiers standing

guard. On a windy day they become dancers,

swaying in unison with every breeze. I see the

shrubs encircling the house, their branches trimmed

as if they had just had their hair cut. In the front yard

are trailer spaces, where my father and his sibUngs

lived for the first months of their respective mar-

riages. This is also where I played many hours of

football as a boy. There is also the birdbath situated

in the center of the circular driveway. It reminds me
of a centerpiece on a kitchen table.

In the backyard is the pasture. The pasture

was a place of both hard work and good times. I see

the barn where I fed the cows day in and day out for

many years. After the cows were gone, we moved

our neighborhood football games from the front

yard to the pasture. It was a great place to play, al-

though the cows had left many reminders of their

former presence. In the comer of the pasture are the

pecan trees. I remember countless hours spent

picking up pecans. This was an activity which I

despised with all my heart. For that reason, to this

day I hate the very sight of a pecan tree. In the center

ofthe backyard stands the largest oak tree I have ever

seen. Easily one hundred years old, it stands as a

giant, dwarfing everything else in the yard. I have

always been in awe of that tree.

I enter the house through the back door and

step into the kitchen. The kitchen was always the

heart of the house and the place of most activity. I

can smell the cooking of both my mother and my
grandmother. I am reminded of a time when I was

very young, sitting on the floor as my grandmother

cooked. The kitchen is full of good memories. This

is the house where my grandmother died. It is good

to remember her.

As I enter my bedroom I remember my old

bed, passed down to me by my uncle. It was made of

iron and must have weighed a ton. I remember

sleeping under the weight of several homemade
quilts, barely able to move. There was no heat in my
bedroom. I get a chill just thinking about it.

I leave my bedroom and step through the

side door. I am on the front porch. The front porch

reminds me of so many things in the past that exist

no more. I want to reach out and hold on to these

memories before they are stolen by time. The front

porch is a symbol of the past, just like the old house.

The house brings to me a flood of memories. The

flood has reached my eyes, and I cry.

Trees, Macintosh II computer art

Grace Lutz, Media
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Visiting Grandma's House after the Fire

Rosalyn Lomax

Instructor, Liberal Arts

Over tzuenty-five years it 's Been

Since Qrandma 's fiouse hadfamily in it,

Over si7(ty-five since tkis was the schoolhouse

^here my daddy studied (biackzhairedboy in iQieehritches)

With a succession ofschoofteachers

Who Boarded at mygreat-grandpa 's.

^wo marriedmygreat -uncits, and

'Each wedding necessitated a new schootmarm.

Schoolhousegave way to -progress and Qrandrrui 's

(J^ young widow and mother offive)
IFor a home, where she nurtured her oiimfive

Andseverednephews

Who sought hergoodness andherguidance.

The house came to shelter the thirdgeneration:

9^y Brother was Born upstairs and I, dozon,

(Both delivered By (Dr. (Basnight,

Who agedenough Between our comings

To insist my Birth was not the date it was.

9dyfirstfive years passed there.

Then almost daily visits once we moved

To our new home a mile awayfrom Qrandrrux.

Sifter grandma 's death

^ succession of renters ravaged the place,

lABused, misused, only occasionally enhanced.

Then came thegreatest ravager of all {Barring Time):

Jire.

The shellof the house survives.

Jrom the lane, the Bums Barely show,

(But inside, little remains.

Stairs and Banister, however.

Standproud as ever, staBle,

'Beckoning my children and me upward

'Despite the danger

To inspect the rooms

Andgaze through watery shimmer

Ofold windowglass
Over openfields, treetops, Bams.

Igaze inward too andfind inside myself

'Details nofire can consume:

9{orsehair sofa, china caBinet, conve?cglass

Ingilt-edgedframe of grandpa's portrait,

Christmas zvrappings, roll call of relatives.

Community prayer meetings, homemade ice

cream,

Wisteria Blossoms, Buttercups, powderpuff tree

Smell ofgrapevine,

Qrandmas settee. Warm 9dorning heaters...

need

(My daddy speaks of insurance checks.

9vly daughter dreams and chatters of restoring the

place.

I half- hear, deaf to the present.

Tuned to the past, my past, my Beginnings,

Tuned to this old house

Where memories rise relentlessly

As the phoeni?c from its ashes.



Old Wash Tub, photograph, Martha O'Neal, College Transfer

A PHOTOGRAPH OF MY GRANDPARENTS
Sherry Ransom, College Transfer

One of my most prized possessions is a

photograph of my grandma and grandpa. It's not

professionally done (they would never sit still for

that). It's just one that I took of them with my own
camera, the last time I was at their home.

I took the picture while they were sitting in

the living room watching television. They look so

natural, and yet it is so unlike them to just be sitting

there. Living on a farm all their lives kept them very

active.

Grandpa, being a large man, is the dominant

figure in the picture. He is sitting in his black leather

recliner and looking at the camera with as much of

a smile as he can muster up. His face looks like every

other farmer's I've ever seen, weatherbeaten and

wrinkled. He has a head full of iron-grey hair that is

combed straight back, and his thick, bushy eye-

brows are the same color. Wearing a new pair of

denim overalls and a blue work shirt, he looks like

he's ready to go berry picking. He used to tell me
the story of how he would hook a bucket on each

strap of his overalls and pick blackberries with both

hands.

Grandma is sitdng where she always is, on

the end of the couch. I've seen her sit there many
days and crochet. Even now, you can see skeins of

yam lying on the floor beside the couch. Grandma
is a short woman and, because she loves sweets, a

little overweight. Her brown hair matches her eyes,

and in this picture her mouth is pursed, as if her false

teeth are bothering her. She is dressed in a white

buttoned-up blouse and brown polyester knit slacks.

In the background are bookshelves, containing a few

books, but mostly they hold framed pictures of all

the grandchildren and great-grandchildren. With

both grandpa and grandma being nearly 80 years

old, they have quite a few young'uns.

As I look at this picture, it's as if I'm there in

the livingroom with them, watching grandma work-

ing her crochet hook on a new afghan or listening to

grandpa talk about the weather. I can almost smell

the blackberry cobbler baking in the oven.
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Grandpa's Memories
Kelly Vanerio

College Transfer

It is said there are three ages of women:

youth, middle age, and "You haven't changed a bit."

Change seems to be the name of the game in this

world, but if we take a moment to look back, taking

things for granted in the present day and age be-

comes a pertinent issue.

My Grandpa graduated from high school in

1934. He did not have the things we youths of today

have, yet he was not deprived. The world had not yet

evolved into how we know it, so there was nothing

to miss. If we consider some of the inventions and

discoveries over the past fifty years, we wonder how

people survived without them.

Consider the class of 1934. They were before

the Pill and the population explosion which, inexpli-

cably, went hand in hand. They were before penicil-

lin, polio shots, antibiotics, and Frisbees. They were

before frozen foods, nylons, dacron, Xerox, and

Kinsey. They were before radar, fluorescent lights,

credit cards, and ball point pens. Terrible, you say?

That's nothing!

They were before drip-dry clothes and

pantyhose, before ice-makers and dishwashers,

before clothes dryers, freezers, and electric blankets.

To them, "time-sharing" meant togetherness. A chip

was a piece of wood (or off the old block) , hardware

meant hardware, and software was not a word.

They were before Leonard Bernstein, fla-

vored yogurt, Ann Landers, plastics, hair dryers, the

40-hour week, and minimum wage. They were

married first and then lived together. How quaint

can you be?

In their time, closets were for clothes, not for

"coming out of." A book about two young men
living together in Europe could have been titled"Our

Hearts Were Young and Gay." Aids meant ways and

means to help oneself or others.

Bunnies were small rabbits, and rabbits were

not Volkswagons. They were before Grandma

Moses, Frank Sinatra, and cup-sizing for bras.

Rubbers were nothing but boots for the rain. They
wore Peter Pan collars, and deep cleavage was

something the butcher did. Pizza, Cheerios, frozen

orange juice, instant coffee, and McDonald's were

unheard of. How did they survive?? They thought

"fast food" was something you ate during Lent.

They were before FM radio, tape recorders, electric

type writers, word processors, Muzak, electronic

music, disco dancing, hard rock, and pumping

iron,. .and Grandpa said it wasn't all bad!

In their day, Coke was something you

drank, grass was mowed, and pot was something to

cook in. "Crack" was a fault in the sidewalk. They
were before day-care centers, disposable diapers,

house-husbands, babysitters, computer dating, and

dual careers.

They had 5- and 10-cent stores where items

could be bought for 5 and 10 cents. For a nickle they

could make a phone call or buy a Coke.. .or buy

enough stamps to mail a letter and two postcards!

They could buy a Chevy Coupe for $650, but who
could affort it in 1934? A pity. Grandpa says, since

gas was only 10 cents per gallon.

If someone had asked them to explain CIA,

Ms., NATO, UFO, JFK, ERA, lUD, or MTV, they

would have said, "It's alphabet soup." Family ties

concerned their kin, not Michael J. Fox. They were

before Pepsi-Free, wine coolers, Calvin Klein, and

Ovemight Express Mail. Automatic tellers were

gossipy girls at school. Virgins were abundant, so

they had something that we do not!

They were not before the difference be-

tween the sexes was discovered, but they were

before the sex-change operation. ..they just made do

with that they had!

Finally, they were the last generation so

dumb as to think you needed a husband to have a

baby. Grandpa has seen the evolution of many
things in his life time, but he is not sorry his genera-

tion lacked all of the modem-day things; for when

our grandchildren grow up, all that we know will be

antiquities too.

A tide for this essay? My Grandpa said it

best: "A different world, but in many ways the best

of times."

And they just may have been!



photograph, Martha O'Neal, College Transfer

REACTION TO "THE ROAD NOT TAKEN"
Ester Ellison

College Transfer

Robert Frost's "The Road Not Taken" created a turn-

ing point in my decision to continue with school or stop

and enter a life of self-pity.

The speaker represented myself standing at a cross point

and having to make a choice. The death of my daughter,

the separation from my husband, and low grades in school

did not give me any reason to keep going. After reading

"The Road Not Taken," I decided not to take the easy way

out and give in to society but to fight for what I believe in.

So my choice was the road of strength and determination,

the less travelled road. In order to get up and keep going,

a person just has to fall.
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Stained Glass, pen & ink, Liz O'Bear, College Transfer
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Fish Story
Dean Watson, Fish & Wildlife

The day I out fished Mr. Gibbs was an unfor-

gettable experience. It all started about 5:30 one

Thursday morning. We had made plans to go to

Hyde County fishing. The truck was loaded, and we
were on our way. We arrived at about 7:00. We
decided to go to the black buoy in Juniper Bay. We
put the boat over and headed for the buoy. When we
got there, Mr. Gibbs got out some shrimp and crabs

that he said would "catch fish." He handed me a few

pieces of shrimp. When he noticed the rod I was

using, he said, "You'll never catch anything with

that rod." I told him just to watch. We fished for a

while and caught plenty of sand perch and sea

mullet, but we couldn't seem to find the trout. After

a while we did catch a few trout, but we had to go

because it was getting late. We came on in and put

the boat on the trailer. Now it was time to look at the

fish. We opened the cooler to find five grey trout

and some mullets and perch lying on the ice. Then
I realized that I had caught all the trout. Mr. Gibbs

hadn't caught a trout all day. I smiled at him and

said, "I told you I could catch fish with this rod." He
laughed and replied, "Let's head for home." I'll

never forget the day I outfished Mr. Gibbs.

Frozen Seafood Section, photograph, Marylyn Eagleson, College Transfer
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COLD DAY
Elbert Barnes

Correctional Services

Being a plumber sometimes is hard work,

depending on the weather and other factors. The

winter months of the year are probably the worst for

pipes. This experience of burst pipes comes from a

house in the country. The owner of the house was an

eighty-six-year-old woman.

After receiving a call on the radio to repair a

leak on a water line, I figured this was going to be an

easy job. Since the weather was cold, I thought I

would be warm working on the inside. I arrived at

her house and picked up the cold tools I needed to

work with. I knocked on the back door once, twice,

but there was no answer, so I proceeded to the front

door. As I turned the comer, the wind slapped me in

the face; I twisted my shoulder to ward off the cold

wind and I finally reached the front door. I knocked

again for the third time, and this timel heard move-

ment inside the house and the sound of a dog

barking. So I said to myself, it's about time someone

heard me.

I was beginning to wonder if there was

anyone home; slowly the door began to open. I

introduced myself as the plumber and said I was here

to fix the leak. She said the leak was in the front yard

and that her son had cut the water off.

I returned to the truck for a shovel and my
cold gloves that were lying in theback of the truck.

They had ice in the finger holes. I thought, there's

no way I can work with them on, it's cold enough

already. I began to dig where the water was. The

water was ice, and the ground was hard. I found the

leak all right. The water Hne looked like a snake to

the eyes, but the strange thing was that the line was

in half as if someone had cut it in two.

I repaired the leak by putting a plastic cou-

pling about two inches long in the middle where I

could connect the two back into one. As soon as I

was through piecing the water line, I turned the

water on and walked back to the spot where the line

was burst to check for a leak. There was no leak then.

Suddenly I began to feel better, knowing the old lady

now had water, something that she was out of for

four long days. I knew she had water because the

door opened, and in a low voice she said, "I have

water now and I thank you." Through the cold, icy

water and the hard dirt, the smile on the old lady's

face was enough warmth for me.



THE ATTACK OF BIG RED
Evon Sutton

College Transfer

One warm summer morning while walking to school, I decided to take a

short cut that led me along a narrow path between two houses. On one side

of the path there was a fenced-in yard that had chickens in it. On the other

side of the path there was a garden.

I strolled along the path, feeling as though the day was made for me. I

was soon confronted by a rooster that I will call Big Red. I felt a little un-

easy, but I continued to walk along the path, but at a swifter pace. Red stood

looking at me as though he was wondering whether or not to let me pass. He
was trying to let me know that this path belonged to him. All of a sudden I

realized his mind was made up: the decision was not to let me go.

Even though other people used the path, it was obvious that he was go-

ing to make an example of me. He ran along the inside of the fence squawk-

ing. The next thing I knew. Big Red was sitting on top of the fence in front

of me looking down on my head. I was beginning to feel frightened by now,

but I continued on, trying not to alarm Red. He began to walk along the top

of the fence as I was walking along the path. He made an eerie sound, so I

looked around. Red jumped down on my chest, attaching himself to my
blouse. He began to peck at the top of my head. Hewas pecking on my head

as though sprinkles of com were scattered on it. I began swinging my arms

with closed eyes, hitting where I thought Red was. I could tell by now Red

meant to win this war becuase he continued to peck my head, arms, and

hands. Out of fear I went berserk. My attack on Red now was more intense

and I was determined to win the war. When I gained my composure. Big

Red's body was flopping from place to place on the ground as though his

neck was broken. While watching Red flop about, I gave a sigh of relief.

I was glad to be free from him. I turned and ran to the end of the path and

went to school.

Once I arrived at school, it seemed as though my nerves settied down a

bit. At different intervals during the day. Red crossed my mind. Had he sur-

vived my attack on him? Would I learn once I returned home that Red was

alive and well?

When the school day was over, I walked home slowly, wondering what

the news about Red would be. Once I approached the house next to where

Red had been, lo and behold, whom should I see but Red—alive and well.
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Scales, pen & ink

Dawn Daws
College Transfer



THE COMING OF A VETERAN
Dell A. Munger, Jr., College Transfer

The long, restless night finally came to an abrupt end

with the sound of my alarm This was to be the day I had

dreamed about for so many months. I was fourteen, and this

was the day of my first deer hunt.

No time was wasted dressing although there were

many clothes to put on. One thing I remembered at this time

is it's better to have too much on rather than too little.

It was not five o'clock. Saying goodbye to my
mother, I left the house and walked the short distance down the

street to my friend's home. Billy and his father had invited me
to go along with them and some other friends. .They were

outside waiting for me when I arrived.

Soon we were all in the car and on our way. The ex-

citement was building up in me; the hour-and-a-half drive up

into the mountains seemed like an eternity. Over and over in

my mind went the instructions of what to do when and if I saw

a deer.

We finally arrived at our destination. Getting out of

the car, I felt a sharp shiver run up and down my spine. It was

difficult to tell whether it was caused by anticipation for the

hunt or was a result of the extreme cold. The temperature was

about twenty above zero and a gentle breeze was blowing from

across the north ridge.

Off to the left ahead ofus, running somewhat east and

west, was an old logging road. This was the place where we
would take our stands. Billy, his father, two other men, and I

left the party at this point to position ourselves along the

logging road about every fifty yards.

I took the first stand in the woods about ten feet off the

road. B illy was nextand his fatherwas another fifty yards down

from him. The other six men in the party were to be the driv-

ers and they had continued on with the cars to the lower,

southern part of the ridge about two miles away. Their job,

upon reaching the base of the mountain , was to fan outand walk

up the mountain toward us, making as much noise as they

could, and to drive any deer in the area in ourgeneral direction.

As I stood there, hidden from prying eyes by the huge

trunk of a seasoned oak The scene was one of peace and tran-

quility. The ground was covered with a fresh blanket of virgin

snow and as I stepped, it crunched and gave way under my
weight. Chickadees fluttered occasionally from limb to Umb,

looking for a defenseless tree grub or spider. A gray squirrel,

high in the branches to my left, barked out instructions to an-

other squirrel on the ground digging in the snow looking for a

lost nut he had buried earlier in the fall. Out of a hollow log

came a snowshoe rabbit, stopping only momentarily to sniff

the air and then scamper off a distance to a pile of brush. Over

my left shoulder in the distance I could hear the faint voice of

other hunters beginning their drive. This was it. Seven o'clock

and time for the hunt to begin. I thought for a moment, "To dis-

turb such a sacred scene would be desecration."Then the

excitement overcame me and I was ready.

Suddenly, a foreign noise close by broke the spell of

peace in the air. A twig had snapped, ever so softly; but it was

unmistakable.

I froze, afraid to breathe, with only my eyes frantically

scanning the surroundings. Again a cold chill ran upmy spine

and my heart began to pound like the steady beat of a drum,

only to increase in tempo and ampUtude at the seconds passed.

As I glanced over my right shoulder, another twig snapped,

this time much closer. Then I saw him.

Selecting each step dehcately and deliberately, he

circled around me from the right to a small clearing in the trees

about sixty feet straight in front of me. There he stopped and

turned his head to look directly at me. His majestic stance

overwhelmed me. He was indeed the largest eight-point buck
I had ever seen in my life. He held his head high, sniffing the

air for signs of danger. His eyes wereboring into me. I was
captivated by his beauty; we stood staring at each other for

what seemed an eternity. In my mind I slowly counted each

point—one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight. Three times

I counted his rack to make sure in my mind that this was indeed

a buck.

Ever so slowly I broughtmy rifle around tobearon his

shoulder and gradually began to squeeze the trigger. Like the

boom ofa cannon, the report ofmy riflebroke the silence. I was

so transfixed that the sound startledme for amoment, as if I had

awakened quickly from a deep sleep.

On the first shot he stood his ground but quivered as

if hit by a shock wave. As I moved to pump another round into

the chamber, he bolted and headed straight away. I was able

to throw two more quick shots at him before he cleared the

ridge and was out of sight

By this time our own drivers had gotten into position

and were beginning their drive up the mountain toward the

ridge from the other side. Upon hearing the shots, they

increased the tempo of shouts. The buck, hearing the calls and

shouts of our drivers, turned and came back up over the ridge.

This time he was far off to my left and heading straight for Bill.

Suddenly, I heard three rapid shots and a sickness

crept up in my stomach, for I knew my buck was dead—not by

my hands. I began to cry and slowly sank to the ground. Again

the stillness was broken by the reports of three more shots.

"What is happening?" I wondered. Was my buck still on his

feet and moving? A tinge ofexcitement came back to me, and

I was in the spirit of the hunt once more.

Upon completion ofthat drive, we all got togetherand

took stock of what had happened. I learned that Billy had shot

three times at the buck coming toward him and that his father

had fired three times after the buck had passed be-tween them.
A close inspection of the snow in the area revealed no

blood. We all assumed that this had truly been the buck's day,

and after having nine shots taken at him, he deserved to live.

Since I was thejunior hunter, I received the biggest ribbing and

was even accused of having buck fever.

We made other drives that day, but the image of that

buck stuck in my mind. Heading for home that evening, I was

very happy and content. My buck had survived to roam the

forests in search of peace; and I had found my peace, for now.

I was a veteran hunter. Very tired but happy, I drifted

off to sleep.
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Fireworks, pen & ink, Susan Mackie, College Transfer



Photos by Malcolm Shearin, Director of Media Department

This Queen Anne slipper foot tilt-top table was made by Paul Compton from a
7' X 17" X 3" piece of Honduras mahogany. Its top both tilts and swivels on the bird cage

beneath. The table can be completely disassembled.
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STATUS OF WOMEN©

I deliberately chose children as the subjects

of these two drawings because our indoctrination

into our adult female and male roles begins in

childhood.

In STATUS OF WOMEN the little gM is

dressed in her Sunday best and her hair carefully

coiffeured. She is expected to look her best and this

is to be her role from childhood through woman-

hood. There is nothing about her appearance to

indicate that she can run or jump or perform any

physical feat. The high heel shoe and the lipstick are

superimposed over the little girl as they are imposed

upon us in life. The doll is the early socialization that

we receive to become nurturing, obedient and sub-

missive women. The images in the drawing are

reflected in a mirror as we, as females, are condi-

tioned to develop oursleves around our image and

what others expect us to be. As the little girl sits

holding her doll, she is demure, passive and totally

non-threatening.

©1985 Patricia Turlington

STATUS OF MEN©

In STATUS OF MEN the litde boy's uni-

form indicates that he participates in spectator

sports, that he is used to being revered and ap-

plauded for his narcissistic role. His shirt is wrinkled

with a button missing, but that is acceptable because

he is a boy. The bat he holds tells us (and him) of his

authority, aggressiveness and dominance. The

glove that he complacently holds in his lap symbol-

izes his culturally acceptable role as the Receiver.

There is no nurturing symbol with him, no mirror.

His socialization centers totally upon asserting

himself.

In society women are expected to be the

opposite of men and are compared as such. Men are

tall; women should be small. Men are aggressive;

women should be passive. In my drawings, I took the

opposite approach; I compared men to women!
Women are abandoned; men are attended. Women
are anxious; men are assured. Women are ascetic;

men are avaricious.

Status of Women, graphite and white charcoal

Pat Turlington, Instructor, Liberal Arts

Status ofMen, graphite and white charcoal
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The Master and The Odalisque, Prismacolor, Pat Turlington, Instructor, Liberal Arts

As an art history teacher, I am aware of the role that the

visual arts have played in our socialization. We accept so many
paintings of nude women by male artists as "Masterpieces."

Without questioning what we most obviously see in these paint-

ings, their "pictorial level," as Edwin Mullins points out in his

eye-opening book, THE PAINTED WITCH. In THE MASTER
AND THE ODALISQUE, I am addressing this painting's

"pictorial level." Has woman's image changed since Ingres paint-

ed GRANDE ODALISQUE in 1814? Who is the "Master'? Is it

Ingres or is it "Man"?
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The AMERICAN ODALISQUE Series

I worked on the AMERICAN ODALISQUE series for over two years before I came up with a title for

the "feminine still-lifes" I was creating. Finally, one day I thought of Ingres' famous painting of the backview

of a recUning nude woman, GRANDE ODALISQUE or RECLINING ODALISQUE, and looked up the word

Odalisque in the dictionary. To my astonishment, Odalisque did not mean "female nude" but "female slave"! All

those paintings of nude women titled "Odalisque" painted in the last two hundred years were not simply blanket

titles to signify female nudes but something more powerful, more tragic. As Leah Fritz wrote in DREAMERS
AND DEALERS: "A slave is a person whose labor, time and physical presence are subject to another without

either stipulated financial compensation or recognition of her own inherent right to self-determination."

The images I use symbolize what the American woman centers her Ufe around. I purposely did not use

a female figure in the works because I felt that the objects ARE the woman: the crippling shoes that Umit her

physically, the mirror that reflects her concern for her looks and the pressure to develop herself into what Society

expects her to be. She leads a life of constant dieting, painting her face, dyeing her hair, painting her nails,

plucking her body hair, often tranquilizing her frustration and rage with alcohol and pills. Her life is centered

around feeding and caring for a husband and children while keeping the home and always feeling that she must

try to maintain a slender, youthful appearance. The single woman does not escape these pressures any more than

the married woman does, for the "feminine still-life" is the STATUS QUO indoctrination for American Women.

Women have been indoctrinated to seek "Self-fulfillment" through glamour and style and to leave "Self-

reliance" through character development and responsibility, to men.

American Odalisque No. 17, Patricia Turlington, Instructor, Liberal Arts

I

I
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Sculptor's Notes: June 16, 1475
Robert Van Meir

College Transfer

The air is clear, and the sun is smiling down

on me, for today it is done. Aftermy year ofplanning

and working, the sculpture stands complete. Mer-

comyia ofFlorence is sure to be pleased, for he does

not expect the statue until weeks from now. I have

devoted years of my life to dissection and anatomi-

cal studies. As my eyes scan the sculpture, it truly

is a testimony to the human body in bronze. I call

it "Hercules and Antateus." Although it is based on

a battle between Titans, it stands only eighteen

inches high. The pose depicts the moment when,

according to legend, Hercules Hfts Antateus off the

ground at which time Antateus loses his strength,

Hercules' face is strong and determined, and An-

tateus' expression is one of pain. He cries out for

help only to be greeted with the sound of his spine

breaking. Most important is that the statue is not a

Hfeless pose but one of action. When people see this

statue, I want them to feel the pain and struggle ofthe

two. I believe that this statue shall give me the im-

mortality I crave. For I have no other love than art.

Never shall I marry, but with this sculpture I shall be

immortal.

Today I received a letter from my beloved

brother Piero, who wUl assist me with some ideas I

have for some bronze tombs for Pope Sixtus IV. I

will stop for now. The hunger grows inside me. I go

now to present my work to Mercomyia. The money

will serve me well.

Antonio del Pollaivolo

Collage, Kevin Stewart, College Transfer
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Cinquain

My soul

A kitten snarled

Ball of yam, longs for the

Deft hands that will untangle what

I am.

Gwen Freeland

Goldsboro Writers' Group

Wonder

Poppies fill the field thru which my mind wanders

Amazon blue envelopes my spirit

My arms spread far to each of the sands

The echo of the winds carries my voice

Each new baby takes a part of me
Each dying person gives it back

Sparkling eyes believe in me
Children play in the meadows I laid

The sun sets with the hues I mixed

I give everything to those who ask

Why is there a question of what I am?

Martha O'Neal

College Transfer

The Searcher

As I walk this lonely road

Not knowing which way to go,

Hanging out, partying with friends of the wrong kind.

Always trying to blow our minds,

Thinking we're grown

Living on our own
So far away from home sweet home.

Always on the go, never slowing down,

I thought this was true happiness I had found.

Too blind to see, all of the things the devil was taking

from me.

He stole my mind, and robbed my heart.

And was tearing my world apart.

The toughest battle was about to end

As my life was sinking into sin.

I searched and searched and waited to find

The greatest love of all mankind.

Waiting to fill me with all his love

Was my God from up above.

Freida Faye Hicks

College Transfer

Dandelion, Martha O'Neal, College Transfer
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No Hunting Eggs on Easter Monday
Judy C. Simmons, College Transfer

During the years prior to my marriage, I lived on a

farm in eastern North Carolina. Occasionally I look back on

those years, remembering mostly the numerous tasks that were

typical of country life. Some of the tasks were pleasant, while

others left a lot to be desired. But of all the tasks, cleaning

herrings on Easter Monday is the one I think of most. While

other children were hunting for eggs on Easter Monday, I was

always cleaning fish at the pump house in my parents' back-

yard.

Each spring, the two weeks before and after Easter

were known as "herring season" in our neighborhood. It was

at this time, whether it occurred in March or April, that slender,

bony fish known as herring would come up the local river to

spawn.

For many, particularly the men, it was a time of ex-

citement. The "running" of the fish created a gathering place

other than the old comer store, something new to talk about, a

valid excuse to get away from home, and a time to exchange

tales of past herring seasons. For others, mainly the women, it

meant hard work, messy kitchens, raw hands, aching backs,

and sore feet.

The week prior to Easter Monday, as always, my
father would begin preparing for the annual event. His prepa-

rations never altered; the sequence was always the same. He
would start by gathering all the "wide-mouth" one gallon jars

he had collected during the winter, usually about ten, so they

could be washed. Next, he'd take two of his largest zinc tubs

to the pump to be washed, for these were used to bring the fish

home from the river. After this, he'd put a special piece of tin

over the pump house, which served as the scaUng and cleaning

area. Then he'd go to the house and collect all the necessary

tools, knives and scrapers, making sure they were in good

working order. After all of this was accomplished, he would

then venture to the comer store to buy at least two twenty-five

pound bags of salt, five one-gallon jugs of vinegar, three big

boxes of both red and black pepper, and about five packages of

freezer bags.

My mother and I were preparing also. While she was

making room in the freezer for the fish, I would be in the field

next to our yard, emptying the contents ofthejarsmy father had

collected, hoping none of my friends would pass by. Usually

the jars contained fragments of old pickled pig's feet whose

odor was worse than a pig pen in the hot summer. Then I'd

wash them, along with the zinc tubs, with hot soapy water I had

carried from the house to the pump in five gallon buckets.

By the time all the preparations were complete, it

would be 5:30 a.m. Easter Monday. My father would stand in

the middle of the house and shout "first call, last call." It was

time to get up. The scent of hot biscuits and perked coffee

coming from my mother's kitchen always made getting up a

little easier. By 6:30 a.m. I had gotten up, eaten breakfast, been

to the river to buy fish, and I would be back home scaling fish.

In front of me was the task of cleaning at least five

hundred fish. My father never cleaned one; he was too busy

going back and forth to the river to gossip, to drink sodas, or to

be an unintentional supervisor. First, I would scale all the fish,

and occasionally I found myself scaling my hands instead of

the fish. At times, while my father was away on his excursions, 35

I would take some of the fish to the nearby field and woods,

wherever I thought he wouldn't look. With all of those fish, I

figured he wouldn't miss a few. By 9:30 a.m. all the fish were

usually scaled, and I was allowed my first break, normally five

minutes usually spent crying. Next the heads and intestines

had to be removed. This meant cut hands, being stuck by the

sharp under-fins, and more flies than you thought existed in the

entire world. By half-past noon this part of thejob was usually

complete, and it would be time for lunch which always con-

sisted of fried fish, some of the very same I had cleaned. I

skipped lunch always—my stomach could not take it. At one

o'clock it was back to the pump house to finish the cleaning.

The last part was always the worst. It involved "running" your

thumb down the backbone to burst the central vein to remove

all the blood. This was essential; otherwise the fish would

surely spoil. As I ran my thumb down the backbone, each little

sharp bone pricked it, and by the time I had finished, my thumb

looked like raw hamburger meat. By 2:30 in the afternoon I

had completely finished cleaning the fish. After taking a break,

which was only long enough to use the bathroom, drink a soda

and eat a package of nabs, it would be time to "salt" or pickle

the fish.

Salting the fish was a form of preservation, which

involved packing the fish in jars with salt and vinegar. To do

this, I would take all the jars I had washed and put them on the

right hand side of the first step leading to the back door of the

house. I chose this particular spot so I could sit on the higher

steps and work with my right hand. By now my feet and back

were aching, andmy left hand was constantly cramping. Along

with the jars, I set the bags of salt, jugs of vinegar and boxes of

pepper. Then I'd collect, in a five-gallon bucket, as many fish

as I could carry and take them to the steps. Salting the fish was

like an art form; there was a certain way it had to be done to

achieve success. To begin the actual salting, I'd put enough

salt in the jar to cover the bottom. On top of this layer the first

fish were neatly placed, side by side, on their backbones with

open stomachs facing upward. Next I put generous amounts of

salt in the open fish and spread it evenly with my hand to ensure

good preservation; along with the salt went moderate amounts

of black pepper, red pepper and vinegar. At this point, which

was ironic, because it was Easter season, I thought ofJesus and

how his captors had supposedly put salt on His open wounds

and given Him vinegar to drink on the cross. I wondered if He
had felt the same intense burning sensation from the salt

penetrating His wounds as I now was feeUng from the salt

penetrating my own. In continuing to salt the fish, I did the

subsequent layers in the same manner as the first. When all the

jars were filled to within approximately two inches of the top,

I added the final amounts of salt and vinegar and secured them

tightly with the appropriate lids. Upon finishing, I would move
away from thejars and admire my handiwork. Only at this time

did all the hard work seem rewarding.

Those years on the farm and cleaning fish on Easter

Monday are over physically, yet in my mind they live. Now un

EasierMondays I go hunt eggs withmy sons and clean herrings

by thinking of past years.



Classic Hen Fruit, pen & ink

Susan Mackie, College Transfer



Dime
Ken Leonard, Aviation Maintenance

I reach into my pocket and pull out a small,

shiny coin. The smallest of the United States coins

is the dime. It is almost miniscule, in keeping with

its value.

On the front of the tiny coin is the prominent

profile of Franklin D. Roosevelt. His face is gro-

tesquely scarred with nicks and scratches that have-

developed over twenty-one years of thoughtless use

and abuse.

Roosevelt's stem face stares solemnly into

the word proudly displayed at the top
—

"Liberty":

what America stands for. Also on the front is the

phrase "In God We Trust." I would dare to say that

many of the people who carry around this slogan

don't even believe in God.

Around the edge of the coin are small,

washboard-like ridges called "reeding" or "mill-

ing." I use this to help idendfy the coin while it' s still

in my pocket. A head-on look at the edge will reveal

a madng of two metals. One, copper, is a dull.

Heads, photograph, Mike Futrell, Media Department

orange-colored metal. The eye-pleasing, shiny

metal that constitutes the front and back is an alloy

of copper and nickel.

On the back or "tails" of the dime is the bold

inscription "United States of America," the coin's

origin. The predominant features on the back are the

graceful laurel, the shining torch, and the proud oak.

The laurel and oak stand for honor and fame. The

torch represents the shining guidance of liberty.

Across the middle, almost hidden, is the small Latin

phrase, "E Pluribus Unum," which means "out of

many, one." This represents the forming of the

United States from the thirteen colonies. And at the

very bottom are the words "One Dime," meaning

one-tenth of a dollar.

When you stop and think about it, you are

carrying around your own personal piece of Amer-

ica. Everything on it stands for America and its pur-

pose: freedom.

Tails, photograph, Mike Futrell, Media Department
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BAYOU SIRPON
James Lemay, Aviation Maintenance

It happened one spring evening in the year of

1948. I had only been in thecajun country of Loui-

sana just a few months, after I had spent my child-

hood life in a foster home in New Orleans. I had

gone to live with my mother, who had not seen me
since I was a baby. She was living on the banks of

Bayou Sirpon, known by the local cajun folks as

"Bayou of Snakes," at Boukie, Louisana. It was

there, at the tender age of seven, that I had the most

terrifying experience of my life.

My close playmate and friend, Sammy, was

nine, andmy older brother Ray was eleven. Ray and

Sammy were teaching me the skill of "cajun cat

fishing," dragging a large net down the bayou while

the fish swam upstream into the net. We were

wading downstream in chest-deep water when we
stepped into a deep hole and the fishing net we were

pulling got snagged on the bottom. Sammy dove

down to free the net. After several long minutes, I

became panic stricken because Sammy was no

where in sight. I dove to the dark depths of water in

search ofhim. I foundmy little cajun friend hung up

in the fish net, covered with snakes clinging to his

body. The net had apparently caught on a stump

with roots which were infested with water mocca-

sins. I tried to free him from the net until I began to

drown. As I struggled to the surface, I gasped for air,

and yelled out, "Snakes! Snakes!" Then I went

down again; hysterically, I returned to the surface,

gulping in more water than air as I heard my brother

screaming, "Jimmy's drowning! Somebody help,

my brother is drowning
!

" Ray would not go into the

water for fear of snakes. My lungs were filled with

water, and then I went down for the third time.

As I lay limp on the bottom just a few feet

from my friend Sammy, I became horrified, for I

could see snakes biting, twisting, and hanging onto

Sammy's body as they floated with the motion of the

currents. I tried desperately to reach out and help

him, even though I no longer could help myself
Suddenly, I felt a mysterious psychic phe-

monenon take place. Momentarily, a feeling of

peace and tranquility came over me. Afterwards, I

began to have an "out of body" experience. My
spirit seemed projected from my body, and went

upward through the surface of the water and hovered

in the air. I very clearly saw Ray running toward our

old shanty. When he arrived, I saw my mother

washing clothes on a scrub board in an iron kettle

which was being heated by a log fire.

Ray hysterically cried out. "Mama, come
quickly! Jimmy and Sammy have drowned!"

My mother dropped the clothes in the hot

water and cried out, "Oh, my God! Where, Son?"

Ray replied in a weeping manner, "Down-
stream in Bayou Sirpon, Mama," as he pointed in the

direction where he had left the net. Once more, Ray
cried out, "Oh Mama, they're goners ! I gar-ran-tee,"

as they hastily took off running down the banks of

the bayou along the water's edge.

My spirit continued hovering in the air about

twenty feet above them, and I could plainly hear

every word they were saying. Ray screamed out,

"My brother's dead. Mama, my brother's dead!" as

he and my mother reached the approximate spot

where Sammy and I went down. My mother frantic-

ally dove into the water, down to the bottom where
my body lay, grabbed me by the wrists, yanked me
up to the surface, and dragged me onto the bank.

A lot of people had gathered around as my
mother began pressing firmly down on my stomach,

pumping the water out of my lungs. Water came
gushing out of my mouth as she pushed on my
stomach while pleading, "Oh, my baby! Oh, Sweet

Jesus, please, God, don't take my baby!" Suddenly,

I saw a stranger appear next to my mother; he

kneeled down to check my pulse and said in a soft

tone of voice, "Give up. Madam; your son is dead."

My mother began blowing au- into my lungs, she

tried everything, and then she finally stopped and

began to pray. Mysteriously my spirit descended

from the air above her and re-entered my body, life

took form, and I began to breathe.

My mother, still weeping, was praying as I

regained consciousness. I asked, "Where's Sammy,
Mama? Where's Sammy?" She looked up into the

heavens and joyously said, "Thank you, Jesus!

Thank you, Sweet Jesus, for giving me back my
son." The stranger stood up, and shouted, "Praise

the Lord! Praise God! " as he then looked down at me
with astonishment. My brother came over solemnly

to answer my question and said, "Jimmy, I'm afraid

Sammy is dead." The cajun people of the village had

already dragged Sammy's body out of the bayou; it

was lying still and quiet, only a few feet away from

me, covered with a dozen water moccasins slither-

ing around his arms and legs.

I was told by my brother and others who
witnessed the incident, that I was under the water at

least fifteen minutes. Since then, I have experienced

learning difficulty throughout my life. Even today,

thirty-nine years after Sammy's death, I can still

envision his body with curling brown snakes cling-

ing to his flesh. I have had relentless horrifying

nightmares over this experience, and it will linger in

my memory for ever.



Experience, pen & ink

Tanya Merritt, College Transfer



Woven, pen & ink

Susan Mackie, College Transfer



Impossibilities Telephone

I dream an impossible dream.

I want impossible things.

My mind wanders over impossible places

And I see impossible faces

All because I can't have you.

I close my eyes and you are there.

I open my mind and you are there.

To forget you is hard

To have and hold you is even harder.

You say we are friends

But all the closeness we shared is at an end.

Your voice is a distant echo.

The love's not there when you say hello.

I made a choice and I had to pay the cost:

Now to try and be content with my
Impossible dreams.

Esther Ellison

College Transfer

I wait and wait for you to call.

I pace the floor along the halls.

I keep my eyes and ears on the phone.

I wish you had not left me alone.

What can I do.

With you so far away?

If the phone should ring, what should

I say?

The telephone rings, could it be you?

My heart races wildly; what should I do?

It rings once more. Should I dare?

I pick up the phone.

No one is there.

Was the sound in my head?

Or was it the wind?

Is this the beginning?

Or is this the end?

I guess you've forgotten.

The time just sUpped by.

But one question remains;

the question is—why??

Lynette Tunn

Human Services

If

If I coiddhave

one ziHsh ofmine

One zuish I tuoxdd

knoxv to come, true.,

I zuouldxoish

for -peace ofmind

Cause I krioto

I can't pCease you.

IflcouCddo

just one thing right

whether it 'sgreat or smaii

'Wouldyou be zviiling

to acknowledge it

or would it

ever happen at all?

Julie. Weidner

College Transfer
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Fears Memories

As quiet as can be

Fears of the past With unpleasant memories

Haunting me
Haunt and hide in the back of our minds Tossing and turning

I can't fall asleep

Never to leave us. Unpleasant memories

Won't let me be

Wanting them to leave

Walking the floor

We see them thrive and grow Time after time

I feel as tho

Until they take control of our minds. I'm losing

my mind

We ask for mercy.

Death will never

But they are the devils we have created, go away

Just as memories

And they won't leave until it's are here

to stay.

too late.

Cindy Smith Janice H. Scanes
Business College Transfer

Abstract, pen & ink, Wanda Johns, College Transfer
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Impressions of New York

Spring 1978

I

Vertical gashes

oozing

coagulating masses

of non-entity corpuscle

people

from the subcutaneous layers

of its dying flesh

n

A hundred Babel

Glassy monoliths of Man's ambition

Etch a golden sunset

Showing that,

however wrongly,

Man does at least aspire.

Gwen Freeland

Goldsboro Writers Group

Dee's Dirge

Was once lost in mist.

This horizon

Now before me
In electro-shock clarity.

Yesteryears' childsmile

Laid siege by

Granitegrained knowledge

From life's college of disparity.

What good the struggle?

The psychobabble?

Why the race.

The run, the pace.

At a chastened rate?

The downed dove flutters

In futihty.

The HUNTERS' unerring aim waits

—

Just over

The horizon. .

.

Don Smith

College Transfer
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Once Again Love

Laura Stirnitzke, Mechanical Studies

As a young girl I used to believe in fairy tales. I

dreamed of being swept off my feet by tall, dark, handsome

Mr. Right. We would fall madly in love, get married in an

elaborate church ceremony, and live happily ever after. It

seemed so simple. First, I had to meet Mr. Right.

I discovered that dating was initiated by the Count de

Sade, without benefit of Queensbury Rules. I also learned the

dating process is a stimulating, inspiring, exciting ritual that

leaves most of its victims confused, embarrassed, broken-

hearted, and contemplating a celibate future.

Can you conceive anything more dreadful than not

having a date for the prom? Imagine admitting to your friends

that you are not going to the dance because no one will ask

you to go. Of course, if you were the Prom Queen or Captain

of the Cheerleaders you never faced that problem. I, however,

never fell into those categories and therefore dreaded the prom

like the plague.

It never entered my mind that the gorgeous Class

President, whom I had been in love with for three years, would

ask me to go because it never entered his mind either. Despera-

tion set in as the prom drew near and my date book remained

blank. How does one go about getting a suitable date when girls

are not allowed to ask boys out?

I carefully made out a list of all the boys I, and my
parents, would find acceptable. Then I systematically crossed

off three-quarters of them because they had already asked

someone else or didn ' t realize I existed in the same universe as

they.

With high hopes, I made a point ofbumping into the

few remaining boys on my list and asking inane questions

about homework and classmates until I could find a way to

bring up the prom and give them a chance to ask me out. I

succeeded only in raising my grades and becoming known as

a gossip.

I knew I had reached a new low in my life when, a

week before the prom, the class slob approached me and I

reaUzed I was actually listening to the guy! I stared in

fascinated horror at his rumpled, mismatched clothes as he

asked me to the prom. The belch at the end of his recital

brought me out of my stupor and I made my excuses as fast as

they would tumble out of my mouth. That night I poured my
tale of misery into my mother' s earand vowed to become a nun.

She smiled knowlingly, patted my hand and assured me all

would be well.

Her assurance called the next day in the form of Billy.

He was the son of her bridge partner and went to a different

school. I was appalled. A blind date for the prom? Common
courtesy, and my mother, forced me to accept his request.

Visions of horror swept through my mind and I begged for

scraps of information from Mother. He was a nice boy, she

informed me, and good looking too. This did not reassure me.

This is the same woman who told me I was beautiful when I had

a mouth full of braces and pimples on my chin.

I approached the prom with trepidation and excite-

ment. There was always a chance that he just might be

acceptable and the evening a success, but I was not counting on
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smiled secretively and told them they would have to wait.

More fervent prayers were offered up that week than in my
previous lifetime andmy nerves were stretched to the breaking

point

The big night arrived and I was ready to go a full half-

hour before Billy arrived. I knew the rules, however, and I

intended to wait at least ten minutes after his arrival before I

deigned to appear. I had my little sister Jenny downstairs as a

lookout while I paced nervously in my room.

Thirty seconds after the doorbell rang, Jenny was in

my room with a detailed account of Billy. I inspected him

critically as I descended the stairs and as he presented me with

a corsage. He was a litUe thin and his ears stuck out a bit, but

overall, he was definitely presentable. I floated out the door on

clouds of relief and thanksgiving.

Garlands of flowers, streamers, and balloons trans-

formed the ordinary gym into a magical dance floor. The lights

were discreetly low and the music drifted enticingly around the

room as Billy and I stared blankly at each other. Finally he

gulped, asked me to dance and led me onto the floor. Since

dancing eliminated the need to talk, we spent most of the night

on the floor, stopping only for fresh air and punch. I went

home exhausted but happy.

My further adventures with dating included races

around the couch with would-be Don Juan's, waiting hand and

foot on Henry the VIII fans, running my fool legs off with

Mark Spitz types, and deep intellectual discussions with Aris-

totle-like geniuses who didn't have enough sense to come in

out of the rain.

Many a heart was laid waste on the battlefield of love,

and quantities of tender egos were mercilessly sacrificed to the

dating game. I put forth the suggestion that there should be

Geneva Convention rules applied to dating but nothing ever

came of it.

Why did I put myself through the ups and downs, the

good, the bad and the ugly? Simple: I was searching for the

elusive and ever so tantaUzing Mr. Right, without whom my
Ufe would be incomplete. When I finally met Mr. Right,

another Bill, he was neither tall, dark, nor handsome. The first

time he kissed me, though, my heart recognized him and sent

the message to my soul.

There he was, the man I had spent my life searching

for. It came as quite a surprise to discover he was not perfect.

He was not an athlete, could not relate the Pythagorean Theo-

rem, had little patience, and had the utter gall to argue with mc
when he disagreed. In his defense I must admit he treated

women with respect, had a passion for baseball, made me laugh

with him, and had the good sense to love me. Who cares about

theorems anyway?

In joyous delirium we planned our wedding. We
would marry in the summer so he could go back to college in

the fall; it would be simple, but all our family and friends

would be there. I thought briefly of the grand affair I had

dreamed of and dismissed it with a laugh. I would have stood

alone with him in a meadow and made our vows before God
and been satisfied.



I talked to caterers, dressmakers, bridesmaids, ush-

ers, jewelers, preachers, hairdressers and hotel managers until

I became a babbling idiot. My mother smiled, patted my hand

and assured me everything would be all right. My betrothed

sought refuge with my father, and gales of laughter could be

heard from the garage while 1 raved into the telephone.

The morning of the wedding dawned clear and bright.

I lay in bed Ustening to the birds chatter and wondered if I had

lost my mind. My mother came in to inquire innocently if I

intended to rise today, whereupon I informed her I had changed

my mind and did not intend to get married, ever. I had thought

it over carefully and decided I had my whole life ahead of me,

and there was no need to put restrictions on myself when I

didn't have to.

"You're absolutely right, " she agreed and left.

I was nonpulssed. She was not supposed to agree with

me; she was supposed to reassure me and persuade me to get

married. Miffed, I turned to stare out the window. It was

beautiful. The sun was shining brightly over the vivid summer

flowers while the gentle breezes blew their fragrance through

my open window. As 1 hstened to the birds twittering in the

trees, I imagined how I would tell Bill that I refused to marry

him. My heart tightened unbearably in my chest as I imagined

his clear blue eyes filling with tears. I really was crazy if I

thought I could be happy without him. Joy surged through me
as I jumped out of bed, sure of my heart at last.

As we stood before the minister, the attendants,

guests, and church disappeared around me. There were just the

three of us as we vowed before God to love each other until

death should part us. There was no need for the minister to tell

him to kiss me; then we turned and faced the congregation as

Mr. and Mrs. My fairy tale was coming true, I had found Mr.

Right, I had married him, and now it was time to live happily

ever after. I should have taken heed of the lessons 1 had learned

dating.

The honeymoon lasted as long as our ability to smile

while we gritted our teeUi over each other's endearing little

faults. When our endurance ended, the wedded bliss turned to

unarmed combat in surprisingly short order. The alarming

prospect of a hfetime ofbickering brought us to the peace table

where we agreed on rules and compromises that would allow

us to live in reasonable peace and harmony, if not bliss.

We settled down in our little apartment and consid-

ered the world ours. In mid-November 1 suddenly realized that

Thanksgiving was just around the comer.

"What do you want to do for Thanksgiving?" I asked

innocently.

"We'll go to Mother's, of course," Bill said in sur-

prise.

"Which Mother's?" I asked pointedly.

Bill looked at me and groaned. "I suppose we'll be in

trouble either way, won't we?"

"You can bet on it," I assured him with feeling.

After a great deal of debate and discussion we agreed

the safest thing to do was to refuse all invitations and have

dinner in our own home. We used our newlywed status to coax

sympathy from disgruntled parents and felt quite pleased with

ourselves.

Our smug satisfaction evaporated as Christmas be-

came our next battlefield; it promised to test our compromis-

ing skills to the Hmit. Bill naturally expected to follow his

family's traditions, just as I expected to follow mine. The only

thing we ended up agreeing on was that Christmas did fall on
December 25th and that Santa Claus was the one who came
down the chimney.

That spring we announced we were going to be
parents in late fall. Bill received congratulations and claps on
the back while I received enough advice to write a book. Every

time we visited my mother she met us at the door with a glass

of milk in each hand. After the second time. Bill waited until

my mother left the room to ask why he had to drink milk when
I was the one who was pregnant.

"Simple," I replied, "you're the father."

"That's ridiculous," he exclaimed.

"You are more than welcome to explain that to my
mother," I offered helpfully.

"Well," he stammered, "1 don't want to hurt her feel-

ings."

"Then I suggest you shut up and drink your milk," I

replied sweetly.

Bill was gulping his milk when my mother returned

from the kitchen.

"Would you like some more?" Mother asked.

"Uh, no thanks, not now." Bill looked around for

rescue. "Guess I'll go see how Dad is doing," he declared and

escaped to the garage.

Mother gave me a questioning look.

"He doesn't really like milk," I explained, "and he is

afraid to ask you to stop fixing it for him."

"No problem," she laughed, "1 won't make him drink

any more."

"I'll tell him," I replied, "after our next visit."

We went thorough all the normal stages ofadvancing

pregnancy: from nausea and cravings to knitting and decorat-

ing the nursery. I was told repeatedly how important it was to

include the new father in the proceedings so 1 gallantly offered

to let him name the baby. I did, however, reserve the right to

reject any names I felt would threaten my sense of fair play. "A
boy named Sue" comes to mind.

My mother was sure I would have a girl and his

mothcrwasequally certain I would have a boy. Wedidn'tcare

as long as it was healthy. In my seventh month 1 had a dream

that I was in labor and gave birth to a girl. I remember

screaming to the doctor to put her back because she wasn't

done yet. I am sure any cook would have sympathized with my
feeling.

The last month ofmy pregnancy became a real test of

our love and cherished vows. 1 became irritable and grouchy

while Bill did his best to sympathize with me. He ate huge

quantities of ice cream, complained about gaining weight, and

took afternoon naps with me.

I woke up one crisp, cloudy day in late November to

discover I was in labor. Bill was delighted equally by the

realization that he would not have to go to school that day and

the prospect of three days of peace and quiet around the house.

As I dressed, he threw handfuls of clothes into a

suitcase for me and I wondered briefly where I might be

wearing a party dress in the hospital but 1 declined to start

another argument. I insured I had a few clean nightgowns and

other personal necessities before we set off.



Bill was in his element. He had watched enough tele-

vision toknow the panicked father-to-be was supposed to drive

100 mph through town to get his laboring wife to the hospital

in time, and he was looking forward to his turn. He.was

grinning as we raced down the streets and nearly cackled in

glee as he ran a deserted stop sign. I noticed he was watching

his rearview mirror carefully, and I finally figured out he was

hoping for a police car to stop him so he could have a police

escort Since I was in no great distress at the moment, I con-

tented myselfwith spotting potential hazards and directing him

around imminent collisions.

Bill commandeered a wheel chair for me at the

entrance and brought me expectandy to admissions.

"Where do we go?" he asked a nurse.

"What seems to be the problem?" she inquired casu-

aUy.

Bill looked at her in utter disbelief. "We're having a

baby!"

She directed him to the maternity wing on the second

floor and Bill took off like someone practicing for the Olympic

time tryouts. By the time we reached the elevator, 1 convinced

him that our child would not be bom in the hallway and we

arrived in maternity in a more reasonable fashion.

While I was being prepared for delivery. Bill re-

treived my suitcase from the car, signed my admission papers,

and called our parents to share in our blesssed event. By this

time 1 was getting into serious labor and 1 learned new ways to

express the word pain. Bill was less than eager to be on the re-

ceiving end of my new vocabulary and sent my mother in to

pinch hit for a whUe. As labor intensified, 1 cursed all men. Bill

in particular, and swore I would never have another child. My
mother smiled knowingly, patted my hand, and assured me all

would be well.

We had a lovely blue-eyed daughter that Bill named

Lynne. 1 forgave him and prompUy forgot the torturous hours

of labor I had just undergone. She became the center of our

lives and an endless source of wonder.

Bill and I shared in the responsibility ofchild care and

usually flipped a coin to see who got to put her down for her

nap. I went in to check on them one day and found Bill sound

asleep with a wide-eyed, gurgling baby in his arms.

We took great delight in playing with the baby and

watching her grow. Bill was teaching her to say "Daddy"

before she could find her own fingers. He insisted she was his

precious little darUng until it was time to change her diaper.

Then she was mine. Every move the baby made was carefully

captured on film and related in detail to the grandparents.

"Guess what Lynne did today?" Bill would exclaim

into the phone.

"What, dear?" asked his mother patiently.

"She sat up by herself," he informed her with delight.

"That's wonderful, dear, really."

Looking back I have to admire the endurance of the

grandparents. Baby news is usually exciting only to the parents

but they put up with endless calls and pictures of Lynne.

1 camehome from shopping one day to find Bill on the

phone describing Lynne's first tooth to his weary mother. He
rewarded his little darling with double chocolate fudge ice

cream and she repaid his kindness by throwing it up all over his

good shirt.

One ofmy favorite pictures ofher is when she learned

to feed herself for the first time. She had food on her hands, her

face, all over her clothes, the high chair and the floor. She had

even discovered that spaghetti sauce made a reasonably good

mousse and hair tint

As little Lynne learned to crawl, mysterious things

found their way into her mouth. I pulled out pieces of string,

hair balls, tape, and paper clips while she screamed in rage at

her lost treasures. She was the best vacuum cleanermy lUg ever

saw. As she learned to walk she would totter from Bill to me
like a little flying angel trying to take off in the wind.

When Bill graduated I discovered I was pregnant

again. Bill went in search of a job and 1 in search of more

maternity clothes. This would be a winter baby, and this time

we wanted a boy. Bill's father pointed out the necessity of

continuing the family name and 1 promised to try for a son

since we decided we wanted only two kids.

David was bom strong and healthy. I brought him

home and showed him to his little sister, who decided he was

a new doll and wanted to put him in her doll stroller. Bill

patiently explained that the new baby was not a toy and that

someday soon Lynne would be able to play with him.

Several weeks later I was mopping up a spill from the

kitchen floor when I saw Lynne tottering across the room with

the baby ' s blanket draped over her arms. I was wondering how
she got it out from under him when the blanket wiggled. Lynne

was grinning from ear to ear and visions of her dropping the

baby on his head raced through my mind. I made a sprint across

the room any track star would have been proud of and rescued

David. Lynne tearfully explained that she was just playing

with her brother, and 1 made a mental note to have a chat with

Bill when he came home.

We had David baptized, several months later, in our

church. As we stood before the minister with his Godparents,

Lynne remained in the pew with her grand-parents. As the

minister sprinkled holy water on his brow, David began to cry.

Lynne stood up on the pew and yelled loud enough for

everyone to hear.

"Don't worry David, Daddy won't let him hurt you!

"

The congregation dissolved into laughter while

Mother subdued Lynne.

Little David seemed to grow up faster than Lynne

had. I remembered the long hours we had spent teaching her

to walk and talk. Lynne took it upon herself to be David's

teacher and before we knew it, he was talking. For several days

David went around the house repeating the same chant over

and over while Bill and 1 tried to decipher it. After the third day

of shaking our heads in confusion, Lynne solved the mystery.

"He's saying, 'Oh, Oh, spaghettio's,'" piped Lynne.

"O, O, sketio," agreed David with a smile.

From then on, Lynne became our translator for

David.

As the kids grew up, they got along as most siblings

do, fighting and playing in equal measure. I learned, as did

anyone else foolish enough to interfere, to stay out of their

arguments. Intervention succeeded only in uniting them

against their common foe; then they would return to the fray

when the outsider gave up and left.

School finally separated them as Lynne marched

bravely off to kindergarten while David and 1 sat home and



cried. I explained to him that he would have to wait until he was

older to go to school, secretly thankful that I would have him

home just a little longer before I lost him as well.

Kids learn interesting things in school. Lynne came

home one day and asked me what sex was.

"Where did you hear that?" I asked in surprise.

"In school," she repUed innocently.

"Well," I hesitated, "we'll talk about it when you're

a little older." When Bill came home I told him about it.

"What kind of school is she going to?" he railed.

"It's a good school," I insisted. "I'm sure she heard

it from a student, not a teacher."

"I don't care," Bill insisted. "Put her in another

school."

"That's ridiculous," I reasoned. "She would hear the

same things in any school. You would have to keep her home

the rest of her life to keep her from hearing those kinds of

things."

Bill appeared to be considering the possibility.

"OK," he sighed.

David's eagerness to start school lasted until the day

I took him for his first class. He stood outside the door in tears,

refusing to enter. His teacher finally lured him inside while I

made an unhappy retreat. When he came home from school he

was all smiles and excitement. Both children were now lost to

the academic and social life of school.

With long, empty days hanging heavy on my hands,

I decided to find a job. Bill was all for my working until I tried

to recruit him for household duties.

"What kind of duties?" he asked suspiciously.

"Dishes, laundry, vacuuming," I rephed.

"I don't know how," he responded triumphantly.

"That's because your mother spoiled you," I retorted.

"It isn't fair for me to work a full day then come home and do

all the housework while you are resting,"I pointed out.

Bill was very reluctant to agree with me but finally

consented to try. After turning a load of white clothes pink

because he neglected to check the pockets for crayons, he

looked at me with smug satisfaction, convinced I would throw

him bodily from the laundry room. His expression turned

gloomy as I calmly explained how to repair the damage and

left.

Chicken pox struck unexpectedly when Lynne was

seven. She had two red spots on her face for several days before

I became suspicious. I called her over to me and told her to lift

her shirt. Sure enough, a dozen or more red spots decorated her

chest. The pediatrician confirmed my guess and said the

incubation period was fourteen days so I should keep my eye

on David. Lynne itched all over and became totally disagree-

able and miserable. I tried to make her comfortable while

keeping up a running dialogue that consisted of"Don' t scratch,

drink your juice, and don't scratch."

I called the school to explain her absence and ar-

ranged to pick up her homework. The mother of a classmate

called after Lynne had been out a week.

"Is it safe for Lynne to have visitors?" she asked.

"She isn't contagious," I said, "but she's still covered

with spots."

"My son Jerry wants to bring her a gift," she ex-

plained.

Jerry and his mother arrived an hour later. Jerry sol-

emnly handed her a box of chocolates while she tried vainly to

hide her spots. As they were leaving his mother turned to me.

"It took me a while to persuade Jerry to settle for

chocolates." she said in relief. "He wanted to send a dozen red

roses."

Lynne finally cleared up and returned to school.

Exactly two weeks after she was diagnosed, David was cov-

ered with spots and we started all over again.

David was nearly renamed Dennis when he was five.

I was doing the laundry one day, when Bill came home from

work and asked me what smelled. I was not cooking and the

only machine running was the dryer, so we opened it up. As I

pulled out the white clothes, I noticed bits of something all over

them and it smelled awful. Unable to determine the source of

the mess, we pulled the agitator out of the washer and found the

partial remains of a large frog. I had been telling David for the

previous two weeks to keep them out of the house, so I knew
exactly who to blame.

"David, did you put a frog in the washer?" I asked

through clenched teech.

"Yes," he said uncertainly.

"Why?" I asked in bewilderment.

"Sam was dirty," he explained.

"David," I articulated carefully, "you do not wash

frogs in the washer any more. Do you understand?"

"Why?" he asked.

I decided he would not be impressed withmy laundry

problems so I chose an angle he could relate to. "Sam drowned
in the washer," I told him.

David stared at me as if I were a cold-blooded

murderer. "You put him in the washer," I reminded him. "You

won't do that any more will you?"

"Okay," he agreed.

Sudden inspiration made me ask, "Are there any

more frogs you want to tell me about?"

"Only George," David replied innocently.

"Where is he?" I asked suspiciously.

"In my Sylvester lunchbox, I took him to Show and

Tell," he said.

"Show and Tell was last week!" I said in alarm.

"I guess so," he agreed.

I looked over at Bill one night and reaUzed our con-

versation consisted of work, kids, bills, and chores. Where was

the romance and the happy ever after? When did Bill stop being

my cherished lover and become my dishwashing partner? I

cuddled up to him and stared into his clear blue eyes. They

were the same eyes that had thrilled me to my toes when I said

"I do." I kissed him and the same old excitementcame through.

Clearly our romance was still alive: it was simply buried

beneath the humdrum ofeveryday life. Was this the happy ever

after I had dreamed of? I thought back to my early images of

happy ever after and saw pictures of us waltzing on dance

floors, sailing on Carribean cruises, long candlelit dinners in

fancy restaurants, and sipping wine before a cozy fireplace. I

realized that these romantic pictures did not include children.

I talked to Bill and he agreed. We also agreed we would not

trade our children for any amount of romantic adventures.

We made a pact to include our marriage in our house-

keeping chores and sweep the dust off it occasionally so it

would not tarnish; and to save our romantic dreams until



after.the children left home and we could indulge ourselves.

After Lynne turned thirteen we discovered why teen-

agers are so difficult to get along with. With all her hormones

in an uproar, she lost her sense of identity and turned on

everyone with sudden shrewishness. Her chaotic moods

swung from cheery smiles to suUen frowns, cooperation to

mulishness, friendliness to withdrawn silence, often encom-

passing all of them in one day.

Such an incident occurred one day after I arrived

home from work to find Lynne cooking dinner.

"Smells good," I called. "What is it?"

"My special hamburger casserole," Lynne replied

cheerily.

"You fixed that three days ago," I reminded her.

The smile disappeared and thunderclouds gathered

across her brow. "Well, I'm sorry," she declared. " thought

you liked it."

"I do," I assured her hastily.

Lynne shrugged her shoulders and refused to speak to

me. When Bill camehome he found her in the kitchen sobbing.

"What's the matter with my girl?" he asked as he put

his arms around her. She poured her tale of misery out to him

while he soothed her.

"I see you're fixing my favorite dinner," Bill re-

marked. "I'm starving. When do we eat?"

Lynne brightened considerably. "It will be ready

soon."
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When I walked through the kitchen a few minutes

later, she was singing to herself.

We were eternally grateful when she turned fourteen

and mellowed down. A year later David turned thirteen and we
bit our tongues while he ranted and raged about how the whole

world had nothing better to do than get him.

When they entered high school we looked at each

other and reaUzed we were not getting any younger. WhUe we
considered the burdens of raising college tuitions, we were

privately anticipating the prospect of being alone again. We
encouraged the kids to keep up their excellent grades and

praised the virtues of a good college education. We instilled a

sense of assertiveness and independence that would be to our

mutual benefit later.

In high school they discovered that dating was serious

business. We went through all the usual heartaches ofboy-girl

relationships and sympathized with their misery. They were

not convinced, however, that anyone else had ever suffered as

they had. One day Lynne came home from school in tears

because she didn't have a date for a dance. I smiled, patted her

hand, and assured her all would be well as I reached for the

phone.
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J-DAY
Jim Wells, Electronics

Finally J-Day orJump Day! The last two weeks some

three hundred troops and I had drilled on every aspect of

descent from "a perfectly good aircraft." Today we would

qualify for "legs," a term used to describe paratroopers.

"Owh-hoooo!" There it was—wake up, 4:30 in the

morning, pitch black, and that howl echoing throughout the

barracks. Within seconds you could hearbed springs creaking,

locker doors being jerked open and slammed shut, grumbling

and low-toned cussing, complete and immediate hustle. Then

lights and a bellow: "Fall out! Get your asses outside!

Formation move!" By 4:35 all three hundred had assembled

in three neat rows on the asphalt strip running in front of the

barracks, present and accounted for.

By 6: 30 we would run two miles, spend thirty to forty

minutes exercising in the sawdust pit, have breakfast, go back

to the barracks to shower and shave, and be back on that strip

in three neat rows ready for J-Day. Today we would jump.

Three large cattle trucks with the stalls ripped out of

the trailers and metal bench seats installed pulled up beside the

barracks on the road that ran perpendicular to our asphalt strip.

I thought, "That's ironic." I remembered all those horror

stories about bad jumps that had circulated the last two weeks,

and here we would be riding in cattle trucks to the slaughter.

We loaded up and were driven to the staging area

where we unloaded and proceeded through an issue line much

as you would eating buffet style in a school house cafeteria.

"One of each from the menu, please." We were issued a

parachute main, a reserve, a weapon carry case, and a chute

retrieval bag. With a full plate of items slung over backs,

shoulders, and necks, we marched to the green area.

"Stand up! Load up!" We marched two columns into

the rear section of three waiting aircraft. I, having taken the

slow approach to tightening my straps, had ended up one of the

last troops through checkout, putting myself at the end of

theline and subsequently at the rear of the aircraft and one of

the first to "disembark" orjump from a perfectly good airplane.

"Kerchunk!" and twice more, than a roar like twenty

lawnmowers starling at the same time, and the first engine

started. This was repeated three more times and all four

engines were checked out and running. Finally after five

minutes or thirty seconds of deafening roar, the engines were

throttled back. Once again we waited. The drone of the

engines increased slightly with the plane vibrating forward

and finally we were moving. We drove or taxied around for

what seemed an hour. I, having never flown, believed that once

moving, take-off should be almost immediate. I wasn't sure

whether the actual ten to fifteen minutes of travel time was an

extension of training or simply that the pilot had forgotten how
or decided not to fly the plane. "Screech!" The plane jolted to

a stop (Yep, that's it, he's not going to fly today) and then the

governor on the lawnmowers was released with a roar likely

causing permanent hearing loss; the plane began trembling

with the impatient feel ofa racehorse waiting for the gate; then

a jerk backwards and we were moving. The scenic taxi-route

bumps became short choppy jolts increasing in urgency until

the front of the airplane started up a hill and my stomach began
one of many discussions with my feet.

A red light flashed on at the rear beside each door.

One of the jumpmasters with a headset gestured to the other

two. They turned and began hollering, "Stand up! Hookup!"
We stood up and hooked up. "Check your buddy!" The check

consisted of inspection for rips or tears in the backpack case,

silk from the parachute canopy hanging out, a loose strap, or

simply someone forgetting to hook up. Then the command
"Sound off!" and with that a jumpmaster with a headset on at

the front of the plane slapped the rear of the last jumper and

hollered "Okay!"

That trooper in turn slapped the rear of the trooper in

front of him with the slap-okay duet continuing to the rear of

the aircraft. The last troopers on either side not having anyone

to slap hollered "All okay!" to the jumpmasters on either side,

who turned and pulled open the doors and checked for obstruc-

tions outside. The check completed, the headsetted jumpmas-
ter hollered, "Stand in the door!"

The first jumper on each side stood in the door, the

palms of his hands flat on the outside skin on either side of the

doorway, the toes of his jump boots catching a slight fifteen-

hundred-foot-high breeze.

The hghts changed from red to green. Thejumpmas-
ter on the right slapped the butt of the trooper in that doorway

and hollered "Go!" and whether from the command or the butt

slap, he went; this was repeated by the jumpmaster on the left

side, and they continued, alternating doors. I proceeded behind

the trooper in front of me holding the strap next to the hook in

arm raised position, sUding the hook along the cable. Whenmy
turn came, I shd the hook down the cable past the jumpmaster,

he grabbed the strap, I stood in the door, got set to jump, and

waited. "Go!" Powyall and the next thing I knew I was flying

or falhng through the air.

As soon as I realized my eyes were shut I opened

them and looked up, watchingmy parachute deploy (not agood

idea because there is a sharp jerk when the canopy catches

air—my neck was sore for days).

Poof! The canopy opened and I was immediately

looking down at several of what appeared to be ants standing

in the field below. I thought, "Hey! I made it!" I had cleared

the plane; my parachute had opened; then I reahzed I hadn't

checked my canopy, but when I looked up, everything was

fine.

I found a reasonably clear area and turned the para-

chute into the breeze. The sky was dotted with jumpers. The

sensation of floating down felt like riding a weightless control-

lable ferris wheel on the downstroke.



Daydreaming while floating, I looked down and

noticed the ground had become a lot closer and my drift was

taking me over a wooded area. I immediately pulled my
toggle line, made a hard left, and skirted the edge of the tree

line. Now about two hundred yards up, I reaUzed I needed to

drop faster or the slight "breeze" would blow me past my

target. I grabbed both toggle lines and yanked them to my
knees, doubling my descent rate (or feeling Uke it did). I passed

the leading edge ofmy target about fifty yards up and watched

the other side coming closer all the time. Meanwhile the

parachute had decided to mm on its own, placing me in a

backward floating position. The "slight" breeze was defeating

the five m.p.h. forward speed of the parachute while adding

several m.p.h. of its own.

I looked between my legs and saw the ground ap-

proaching (good—no trees), looked up at the horizon, and

waited. I checked the ground again from about twenty feet up

and let go both toggle lines causing my canopy to perform a

minor poof.

Performedjust right, this technique allows thejumper

to step onto the ground as gently as walking down a staircase.

I had let go a Utile early so I landed at about the normal rate. My
PLF (parachute landing fall) was a non-standard four-pointer:

feet, butt, back, and head; and I maintained that final position

for several minutes, resting.

Icarus had the right idea. He just needed a plane.
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Peace and Quiet, pencil, Troy Skelton, College Transfer
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VISITING A BAPTIST CHURCH
Edna T. Roberts, College Transfer

My friend Anna, who attends a Baptist

Church, invited me to come to Quarterly Meeting

Service with her. Being reared in the Catholic

Church, I had never attended a Baptist Church or

Quarterly Meeting before. But being a curious per-

son, I accepted her invitation.

As we approached the little church sitting

alone beside the road, it appeared to be asleep

surrounded by snow-covered fields. It was an old,

washed-out red brick building with white doors and

green and white tinted windows that were shut

tighdy. The only visible signs of life were a light at

the entrance, smoke from the chimney spiraling

heavenward, and one lone set of tire tracks marring

the otherwise virgin snow that covered the yard. The

quiet was so loud it caused us to speak with whisper-

ing voices. We laughed aloud when we realized

what we were doing.

We entered the cold, dark vestibule of the

church. The dark was so thick I could feel my eyes

growing to meet its density. As we groped for the

knob that opened the doors to the sanctuary,we

could smell the fire. It gave us such a warm feeling

of security that we smiled at each other in the dark.

As we entered, I was astounded by the ethe-

real atmosphere that greeted me. The sunlight that

came through the tinted windows, together with the

pure white interior, cast a warm glow over the entire

sanctuary. As I sat on the burgundy velvet and my
feet nestled deep into the soft carpet, I felt my appre-

hension melt before the glowing blaze of the fire in

the heater.

Looking around, I saw an elevated pulpit

covered in white linen. The vases of red poinsettias

that flanked the pulpit made it stand out even more. '

The communion table, also covered in white, stood

prominently in front of the pulpit. I felt good at the

sight of this, as we have communion tables at our

church also.

With each new arrival, the church seemed to

wake up and stretch more and more. Cordial greet-

ings were shouted, as everyone seemed to be in a

hurry to talk at once.

Suddenly a hush fell over the congregation.

I was enjoying meedng everyone, so I didn't notice

that the pastor, choir members, and piano player had

taken their places. Everyone turned and looked

toward the pastor.

The first note struck on the piano seemed to

leap from the walls, and people gathered there like

a wild forest fire. The song that followed also

seemed to send an electric charge throughout the

congregadon. A very stout woman, with skin the

color ofebony, and most ofher teeth mis sing, moved
from the choir stand to the floor as she continued to

sing. She was swaying from side to side, eyes

squeezed shut, arms outstretched. Her mouth was
open wide to let the caged, thunderous voice escape.

A low moan began which quickly escalated

into a loud waihng by a diminutive old woman
standing in front of me. Her wizened, angelic face

was tilted upward; tears streamed down the crevices

in her face. Her hands were lifted heavenward also.

The portly, ebony-colored woman continued sing-

ing, but in a lower voice.

The preacher, a short, balding, rotund man
dressed in a black robe, began praying so softly he

was barely audible to the people standing nearest

him. His voice though, continued to rise in prayer

to a powerful pitch. The energy in the church

seemed to swell to the point of exploding. The
people, old and young aUke, seemed to explode

instead. Some ran up and down the aisles; others

stood so rigid, they appeared to be in a trance. Others

were crying loudly. Many were shouting and danc-

ing all around the church. I became so caught up in

what I saw and heard, I didn't realize that one of the

loud voices I was hearing was my own. My body and

feet seemed to have a mind of their own. Although

I tried to will myself still, a greater force seemed to

overpower me. Without any control, I joined the

group on the floor in their shouting and dancing. It

was such an exhilarating, full sensation, one like I

have never experienced before. I seemed trans-

ported into another body and time. The church

seemed alive. Every board, window, door, and fiber

seemed to breathe. It danced and sang with the

people.

How long we rode this emotion-filled roller

coaster I am not sure as time seemed to have stood

still. When the service ended and the people began

shouting goodbyes, the windows seemed to close

their eyes; a quietness enveloped the old red bricks

again; they were settling down to go back to sleep.

As we left the church yard, once again it was a sleepy

little church, sitting beside the road, alone. We left

in the same whispered silence we came in.

Although this was my first Quarterly Meet-

ing Service, I knew it would not be my last.
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Memories, collage written & created by Grace Lutz, Media Department
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